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Beginnings 



Networked globe – what’s missing? 



Towards relative location 



European overlapping borders: the great EU border 

experiment 



Currency: bridges and windows with no location 



Athens 1960s 



Pireaus 
1920s  

refugees from 
Asia Minor 
(prosfiges - 
πρόσφιγες)  
 





Traces of transnational interconnections: 

Smyrna/Izmir, 1922 



Migration in the Aegean 2000s 

Frontex sent in 

to control this 

flow of migrants 

into EU 



Athens 2008 



Athens after 2010: police and migrants 



Golden Dawn policing the border (Χρυσή Αυγή) 



Holmes and Shapira: rise 

of the new right and anti-

foreigner sentiment 

needs to be understood 

from the inside as well. 

It’s knotty. 



Migration 

behind closed 

doors: 

Not so visible, but 

the transnational 

relation remains 



Brown: Smart 

Borders 



Continued knots: the traces of previous 

border regimes return… 



Cold War did not do borders the same way: 

the differences were political, not cultural 

 
Often 

similarities were 

divided along 

borders here 





Borneman: separating the infrastructure 



Berlin today: play-acting socialist borders at Checkpoint 

Charlie (the neo-liberalization of a cold war border) 



Tourists and locals view leftover of Berlin wall 

 



Relative location: Greek-Albanian border 

Developed concept as way to 
understand what was going on 
at Greek-Albanian border 

 



Kakavia Borderness 

Kakavia 

area 



• Ambiguities of 
location caused by 
social-political 
borders not 
matching 

 
• Within some 

people’s lifetimes, 
border was first 
irrelevant, then 
closed completely, 
then re-opened 

 
• Each time, sense of 

location changed. 
 
• This was not about 

identity, but 
location. 
 



Border area, Pogoni/Kakavia 

Evil eye watching Albania 

Forest guard protecting the border 

Refashioning communist 

monuments 



Moments of coming back into contact – two women from 

Northern Epirus share memories about making lace with woman 

from Pogoni area. 



‘what do you expect?’ 
The phrase “What do you 
expect? This is the Balkans” – 
defined the Balkans as 
confusion, a permanent state 
of instability. 

Borders in motion = chaos, 
apparently. 

Led to interest in what 
‘Balkans’ & Balkanization 
means – metaphor for chaotic 
border work. 

Led to focus on Ottoman 
history… 



Ottoman Empire Traces 



Ottoman histories of shifting borders 













Madeleine Reeves: Border Work 

Focuses on border region in 
Ferghana Valley, between 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and 
Uzbekistan. 

Post-Soviet context: borders 
that were never really 
intended to divide up 
different countries have 
ended up being vague and 
constantly contested 

People constantly cross the 
borders in daily life in 
Ferghana Valley 



Madeleine Reeves: Border Work 

Argues that borders are full 
of ‘gaps’ – areas of 
uncertainty and negotiability 

People do negotiate all the 
time, both officials and 
others 

2008 road in Kyrgyzstan 
avoided border crossing, but 
caused other problems 

‘Real fakes’ paperwork 



Studies Israeli state and army 

in both occupying former 

Palestinian territories and 

fencing off other parts.  

Argues control over the 

region is achieved mostly 

through these complex 

architectural practices 

Example: drawing on Deleuze 

and Guattari’s notions of 

‘striated space’ to design the 

Palestinian perimeter fence 

Weizman: Israel’s ‘architecture of 

occupation’ 



Aegean 
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http://www.frontex.euro

pa.eu/  

http://www.frontex.europa.eu/
http://www.frontex.europa.eu/






Absent Details 

 Groebner: “people of 

illegitimate status 

evidently could not, by 

definition, be in possession 

of legitimate documents.”  
(Groebner 2001: 19) 



Relative location in action 









The cats get through 

And something else too… 








